Information Resources

When working on a report you have several information resources available to you. They include:

- Text books for the course. (Husch, Beers and Kershaw, 2003; Krebs, 1989)
- Web pages for the course. (Larsen, 1998), (http://oak.snr.missouri.edu/nr3110)
- Books on the subject you are investigating in the Library. The index is called Merlin
- Journal articles on the subject you are investigating. Several good indices can be found at Ellis Library
- Web resources in your field. Many Natural Resource Electronic Journals are listed on the Professional societies and organization sidebar links on each departmental page
  - Fisheries and Wildlife
  - Forestry
  - Soil, Environmental and Atmospheric Science
  - Parks, Recreation and Tourism
- Discussions with professionals in your field.
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